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AC 2018 Spring Productions >> Connected with 4 production teams for design consultations
// university of chicago >> Encorporated stronger design + brand consistency 
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AC 2018 Spring Productions  >> Typeset 80+ document with given copy and assests
// university of chicago  >> Prepared catalog to print with Pantone Colors & bleed settings

8.5x11 bounded brochure
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.This inaugural issue of the graduate student journal Process memorializes, through text 
and image, the artistic and scholarly achievements of M.F.A. and Ph.D. students graduat-
ing in the 2016-2017 academic year. The completion of a challenging degree curriculum 
is in each case crowned with a thesis that exhibits the accomplishments of years of prac-
tice and study. Tenacity, creativity, and just plain hard work undergird this achievement.

In combining both visual and text-based work, Process also exemplifies the “Iowa Idea” 
that first took shape in the 1920s when the University of Iowa pioneered acceptance of 
creative work for advanced degrees and, then, in the 1930s when the establishment of the 
School of Art & Art History brought together in symbiotic relationship both the production 
and the historical study of art.

These graduates are therefore to be congratulated for having reached this milestone and 
also recognized for the place they now take in this grand tradition.

John Beldon Scott
School of Art & Art History, Director 

From
The 
Director
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Foreword
by Aaron Lurth

First and foremost a “welcome” is in order. It brings us great pleasure to pres-
ent Process, the first edition of a new graduate journal from the University of 
Iowa’s School of Art and Art History.

The idea behind the journal is simple: to present current and incoming grad-
uate students with a holistic picture of what this years graduating class has 
been creating during their graduate career. It’s easy for many of us to get so 
consumed by our own work that before you know it three years have gone by 
and you have little idea of what your peers are working on. We aim to fix that.
This is where process meets product, a venue in which you as an artist are 
able to reflect on your time in graduate school while simultaneously show-
casing all you have accomplished. Process is a place where those of us who 
are graduating have a chance to remember those we went to school with. It’s 
also a place however, where those who are interested in coming to SAAH can 
come and get an idea for the type of people who attend Iowa, and the work 
that is coming out of the program.

It’s important to note that this journal is produced by us, for us. That is, it is the 
product of the work and dedication of a group of graduate students for the 
rest of our graduate class. In the end we hope that you enjoy getting to know 
the class of 2016 as much as we have over the course of creating this publica-
tion, and we hope that the fruits of our labor will yield many future issues.
It’s been a pleasure getting to know you all over the years, and we hope the 
future for all is bright. 

How would you describe your research or area of study?
My research focuses on late 19th through early 20th-century French art, particularly Ro-
manticism, Symbolism, and Surrealism. My dissertation studies the influence of early psy-
chology and occult beliefs on these movements.

Who/what have been your primary influences?
Museum professionals and professors, especially my advisor, Dorothy Johnson. Initially, 
I was inspired by the artists and writers themselves. Victor Hugo’s novels and Gustave 
Moreau’s paintings drew my interest to 19th-century France.

How has your research or approach changed during your time at the University?
My research has expanded to become much more interdisciplinary. I’ve been looking into 
not only art history, but also topics such as the history of psychology, French literature and 
history, and 19th-century occultism. 

Of the research or work you have completed at the University, what are you most proud 
of?
Definitely finishing my dissertation. I’m also proud that I planned and taught a 19th-cen-
tury art class, and earned grants to conduct research in Paris. While I was there I lived my 
dream of working at a French museum, as an intern at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs.

Can you briefly describe your research process or technique?
I usually begin with an image that intrigues me. I determine what questions I have about 
the image, the artist who created it, his influences, and the time period. Then I search for 
books and articles, which always leads to more books and articles, and museum visits if 
possible.

How do you see your research evolving in the future?
I’d like to expand my current project further into the 20th century to include Abstract Ex-
pressionism. I also have ideas for new research involving Gustave Moreau, the major artist 
I study.  
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2017/18 Season  >> Connected with 4 production teams for design consultations
// university of iowa  >> Encorporated visual scheme throughout season
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AC Midsummer Production >> Created production wordmark and overall branding
// university of iowa  >> Typeset + formatted various poster sizes and postcard mailing

11x17 print

postcard print

newspaper print ad
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theatre.uiowa.edu

Order tickets online at www.hancher.uiowa.edu/tickets
or call the Hancher Box Of�ce at 319.335.1160 or 1.800.HANCHER
 

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM is supported in part by the Hunton D. Sellman Classical Theatre Production Fund.
Individuals with disabilities are encouraged to attend all University of Iowa-sponsored events. 
If you are a person with a disability who requires a reasonable accommodation in order to 
participate in this program, please contact the Hancher Box Of�ce in advance at 319.335.1158.
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I’M JAMI.  I AM: a daydreamer, inspiration 

seeker, creative spirit and overthinker. I moved to 

LA from Chicago to turn my passion for content 

creation into a full-time job. From obsessively 

learning Lightroom to collaborating with other 

talent, my dream of exploring + capturing is a 

reality I feel endlessly grateful for. I’m a true 

perfectionist, and it’s become something I 

now appreciate when modeling, directing an 

developing creative campaigns

JAMI ALIX  is a balanced mix of everyday 

outfits, beauty hacks and current trends I’m 

loving. Naturally drawn to city street styles and 

a vintage California aesthetic, you can expect a 

genuine mix of both worlds on my  Instagram 

feed. My style is always evolving, but my love for 

combining effortless + avant-garde pieces stays 

consistent. My style staples are denim, graphic 

tees, more denim, statement shoes, faux fur coats, 

gold jewelry, bodysuits and a little more denim.

BASIC
+  1 IG post

+  Multiple story mentions with swipe up

STANDARD
+  3 IG posts

+  1 Full blog post on JAMIALIX.COM 
+  Multiple story mentions with swipe up

MOST POPULAR
+  4 Total IG posts

+  1 Full blog post

+  Multiple story mentions with swipe up 

+  7-10 additional photos for your advertising or    

    promotional materials.

VIDEO
+  30 - 60 second cinema-style clip

+  Posted on IG + Youtube

ADD-ONS
+  Brand website link in bio | $100/per day

+  Purchase RAW, unedited images | inquire

+  Full Loookbook | inquire

DEMOGRAPHICS  STATS

Age: 18-34   Impressions: 600-800K per month

Location: LA, NYC, Chicago  Engagement: 1500-2500+ likes / post

@jamialix    |     jamialix.com    |    jami@jamialix.com

350K+
monthly visitors

25K+
followers

Influencer Media Kit >> Complete redesign of digital PDF for LA based social media-influencer
// freelance   >> Provided client with full graphics branding package for future use

8.5x11 PDF



AC 2018 Winter Productions >> Connected with 8 production teams for design consultations
// university of chicago >> Encorporated stronger design + brand consistency 

11x17 print11x17 print11x17 print



AC Passport Project  >> Independently collected organized research from 4 years of campus seminar
// university of iowa  >> Designed logo and visual branding for overall seminar, colloquium & showcase

large fabric print

logo design



AC New Play Festival 2016 >> Consulted with various prodcution teams to create unifying images for festival publicity
// university of iowa  >> Implemented overall brand identity uniquely for 2016 festival design

11x17 print social media graphics



AC Headshot + Lifestyle Photography >> Cannon t3 50mm
// @aricraven     >> Adobe Lightroom CC + Adobe Photoshop CC


